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1 Introduction

Change-point detection is a classical problem in statistics which has gained significant importance
and applicability in many fields including medical diagnostics, gene expression, spam email fil-
tering, astronomy and finance. Such problems arise in the analysis of various data types including
sequentially observed normally distributed data, time-series data and multivariate data for detecting
change in different parameters of the data distribution such as mean, variance, correlation, density.

In this article, we tackle the problem of change-point detection in temporal network data. The
observable is a sequence of networks indexed by time. The goal is to check if there is any time-
point, which will be referred to as change-point, when there is a significant change in the structure
of these networks and to estimate the location of such change-points. These problems arise in
many applications including (i) brain image analysis, where one observes scanned images of brains
collected over time and looks for abnormalities, (ii) ecological networks observed over time, where
one checks whether there is any structural change. We stress here that we observe the whole time
series ahead of our analysis, this is thus an offline or a posteriori change-point problem.

Recent work in this area include [6] (Bayesian procedure for hierarchical random graph model),
[5, ?] (use of local graph statistics for anomaly detection in dynamic networks), [2] (eigenvalue
based test to segregate graph models). Although much empirical work has been done, not much
theory can be found (exception is [7]), and most theoretical results focus on particular structures
or specialized models. Some recent works [8, ?] propose methods for change point detection in
networks generated from block models and graphon models with some theoretical results on the
consistency of the detection methods.

The classical CUSUM statistic [4] for univariate change point problems can be used in the
network problem as well, and provides a unified way of constructing estimates of change points.
A preliminary study of its theoretical poperties was carried out in [3]. In this paper, we will further
that investigation in a much more general setting under very mild assumptions.

2 Contribution of the paper

We consider the setup where one observe T networks with adjacency matrices A(1),A(2), . . . ,AT 1)

on the same set of nodes {v1,v2, . . . ,vn}, where the edges in At1) appear independently and EA(t) =
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Pt . The first problem that we address is testing the hypotheses

H0 : Pi = P,1≤ i≤ T, versus H1 : ∃ 1≤ τ ≤ T −1 such that Pi =

{
P 1≤ i≤ τ
Q τ +1≤ i≤ T.

and estimating τ when H1 is true. Let τ ∈ (κ,T −κ) and Λ is the target precision for estimating τ .
Also let D̄ be the sample average degree of a node over all layers. Define

For ` ∈ [T/Λ ], let T` := (`−1)Λ and J` := ∪?∈{+,−}I?
(

T`,T`+1;
1
3

Λ ∧κ
)
,

where I−(a,b;c) := {(a, t] : a+ c≤ t ≤ b},I+(a,b;c) := {(t,b] : a≤ t ≤ b− c}

Γ := n ·min

{
1
2
,

(
log(T/Λ)

D̄3(Λ ∧κ)

)1/2
}
,

Di,` := max
J∈J`

1
|J| ∑

j∈[n],s∈J
A(s)

i j for i ∈ [n] and ` ∈ [T/Λ ],

Algorithm 1: Change Point Detection
Input: Adjacency matrices A(1),A(2), . . . ,A(T ); cushion κ , scanning window Λ .
Output: Change point estimate τ̂ .

Obtain D̄ = 1
nT ∑i, j∈[n],s∈[T ]A

(s)
i j .

Obtain Γ .
For `= 1,2, . . . ,T/Λ do

Obtain T` and J`.
For i = 1,2, . . . ,n do

Obtain Di,`.
Order the values D1,`, . . . ,Dn,` to get D(1),` ≤ ·· · ≤ D(n),`.
Obtain row indices i1, . . . , iΓ such that Dik,` ≥ D(n+1−Γ ),`

Obtain Ã(s) from A(s) for each s ∈ (T`,T`+1] by removing rows and columns with
indices i1, . . . , iΓ .

For t = 1
3(Λ ∧κ), 1

3(Λ ∧κ)+1, . . . ,Λ − 1
3(Λ ∧κ) do

Obtain G(t) := 1
t ∑s∈(0,t] Ã(s+T`)− 1

Λ−t ∑s∈(t,Λ ] Ã(s+T`).

Obtain u = argmaxt∈(T`,T`+1]

∥∥∥G(t)
∥∥∥

If
∥∥∥G(u)

∥∥∥>CΨ
[

D̄
(logn)Λ∧κ log(CT/Λ)

]1/2
, declare u as a change point.

A natural statistic to consider under our single change-point alternative is based on the cumula-
tive averages of estimates of the Pis. Such CUSUM statistics are very widely used in change-point
problems. We use A(t) as an estimate of Pt . Then we obtain submatrices Ã(t) of A(t) by removing
some high degree vertices as described in Algorithm 1. Then we obtain

Gt :=
1
t

t

∑
i=1

Ã(i)− 1
T − t

T

∑
i=t+1

Ã(i) for κ ≤ t ≤ T −κ.
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We accept H0 (no change-point) if maxκ≤t≤T−κ ||Gt || ≤C
√

D̄/T , where D̄ is the estimated average
degree, || · || denotes the spectral norm and C is a large constant. Otherwise, we accept H1 (existence
of a change-point) and obtain τ̂ (our estimate of the single change-pointτ) by

τ̂ := arg max
κ≤t≤T−κ

||Gt ||.

In many univariate settings, such CUSUM statistics are minimax optimal (see, e.g., [1]).

Theorem 1. Let d be the average degree of a node among the networks A1, . . . ,AT . Then |τ̂−τ|=
o(T ) when ||P−Q|| �

√
d/T . Also, if ||P−Q|| 6�

√
d/T , detection is not be possible.

We also address the case of multiple change-points, where there are K (unknown) change-points
τ1 < τ2 < · · · < τK and obtain consistent estimates K̂, τ̂1, . . . ,τK under minimal assumptions on
network parameters.

Comment: Note that, Theorem 2.1 states the optimal condition on operator norm of the dif-
ference between the connection probability matrices, ||P−Q|| for recovery of change-point. The
optimal condition depends on

√
d/T .

Summary. Based on a finite sequence of observed independent network data, we provide an algo-
rithm to test if there is any change-point and estimate the location of the change-points (if any). The
algorithm works effectively whenever the signal (norm of the difference of means of the networks
before and after the change-point) is above the detectability threshold irrespective of whether the
networks are sparse or dense.
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